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INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. The matrix should typically be filled out by at least three people who are familiar with the proposal opportunity. 
2. For each proposal factor, record an estimated rating from 1 to 6 based on the decision criteria provided. You may choose to do the same for a prominent competitor or two. 
3. The “Overall Rating” should be at least 4 before deciding to submit a proposal. 
4. If the overall rating is less than 4, appropriate management approval should be obtained before proceeding with the proposal. 

Decision Criteria Estimated Rating 
Negative Neutral Positive Proposal Factors 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Our 
Firm 

Competitor 
A 

Competitor 
B 

1 Client Contact and Rapport Unknown or virtually 
unknown to client 

Known to client, but not well 
known 

Well-developed relationship 
with client    

2 Marketing Intelligence Did not expect RFP; project 
info limited to solicitation 

Anticipated RFP, have 
collected adequate info 

Distinct insights into client 
needs and expectations     

3 Competitive Advantage Competitor is strongly 
favored 

Open competition with no 
apparent favorite 

Our firm in favored position 
for contract award     

4 Qualifications and Experience Marginally qualified, limited 
or no relevant experience 

Adequately qualified but no 
real edge over competitors 

Technically superior to most 
competitors    

5 Project Team Availability Needed team members are 
too busy or in distant offices 

Needed team members 
have adequate availability 

Very strong proposed team 
with good availability    

6 Profit Potential Unlikely to make targeted 
profit on this project 

Can meet profit goals if well 
managed 

High likelihood to meet or 
exceed targeted profit    

7 Pricing Sensitivity Selection primarily driven by 
price; commodity purchase 

Client to balance price and 
qualifications in selection 

Will select most qualified, 
then negotiate price    

8 Cost to Respond High proposal costs relative 
to odds of winning 

Proposal costs appropriate 
relative to odds 

Excellent ROI; cost very 
appropriate for the odds    

9 Consistency with Marketing Plan Opportunity not consistent 
with stated marketing goals 

Opportunity fits within our 
stated marketing goals 

Opportunity can’t be passed 
up relative to our goals    

10 Odds of Winning 0-30% chance of winning 30-60% chance of winning 60-90% chance of winning    

Total Score (sum of 10 proposal factor ratings)    

Overall Rating (total score divided by 10)    

COMMENTS: 
 
 
 

DECISION: 
 

 GO           NO GO        


